DIMEX

The DICOM Gateway
It's not a trick, it's a DIMEX
The DIMEX plattform can be your secret
tool to make your interface project work!
A flexible, robust, reliable and powerful
gateway for a wide variety of applications
Proven technology
Affordable & easily available

DIMEX DICOM Gateway - Implementation
With DIMEX, SST has developed a "fast track" implementation strategy to make sure the gateway
implementation is not holding up your project.
DIMEX solutions can be provided quickly. SST have got DIMEX gateways on stock which can be installed
within 24 hours. These gateways will then be configured and tailored to your needs utilizing SST-Remote
Maintenance Tools.
It is never too late for a DIMEX!!!!

DIMEX is a very versatile tool and comes in these "flavors":











Workflow Management Gateway
Worklist Management Gateway
HL 7 Interface Engine
GDT Interface Engine
Automated QA Workstation
DICOM Gateway
Offline Storage/ Encryption Engine
Remote Worklist Gateway
Telerad Gateway
Dose Indicator Gateway

DIMEX solutions can be implemented on a project specific basis. This means that we can adapt your
DIMEX application to the needs of your customer or your project. So you can install your DIMEX before
you know exactly what it needs to do!
DIMEX solutions are affordable and reliable tools for your project. Your customer is getting a workflow
solution allowing for seamless integration and hazzle-free operation.
If you need to say YES in a tender, call our tender hotline to find out how a DIMEX can solve your
interface problems.

Schaef Systemtechnik GmbH
Falkenstrasse 22
91580 Petersaurach
Germany
Tel.:
Fax:

+49 98 72 / 20 02
+49 98 72 / 28 23

eMail: info@sstmed.com
web: www.sstmed.com

Ask us about our products:
VARIO report - the intuitive viewing solution
VARIO store - the high-speed DICOM PACS solution
ACC
- the professional image acquisition software
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